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Introduction
Problem

1. Users have different understanding of the 5-star system
2. Users rate drivers based on their own understanding
3. Users tend not to give detailed feedback regarding their experiences during the trip
4. Drivers are evaluated based on single standard (averaged score)
5. Ratings from malicious users may threaten drivers’ qualification

Root Problem

Averaged scores from a 5-star rating system cannot truly reflect the quality of the service provided by drivers. 

Goal

To design a new rating system which can effectively match the quality of the service provided by drivers with the experiences 
perceived by the riders during their trips.



Process

Our first step was to 
conduct secondary 
research to identify 
problems with the 
current Lyft rating 
system, and rating 
systems in general. 

Next, we conducted 
interviews with 5 
participants to gain 
insight on their past 
Lyft experiences. 

We organized our 
findings from these 
interviews into an 
affinity map. 

We created two 
personas and solution 
sketches based on our 
primary and secondary 
research. 

We conducted A/B 
usability tests with 4 
users to narrow down 
possible solutions. 
From our results, we 
refined our wireframes 
and made further 
improvements. 

Identify Investigate Create TestIterate

Sketches were then 
turned into a series of 
wireframes. Each 
outlining a different 
approach to the 
solution. 



Identify
Secondary Research & Problem Identification



Secondary Research - Rating Systems
● The fewer the choices, the less the rating costs from users (Sparling & Sen, 2011).

○ Users will be more motivated to leave responsible rating if fewer choices are presented to them

● Inflated scores on current rating systems (Etzioni, 2017)

○ Drivers need to maintain an extremely high score in order not to be disqualified.



Secondary Research - Lyft 

● Polarized Ratings (Allen, 2006)
○ Users only give one star or five star for 

undetailed rating system

● Lack of understanding of the score’s meaning 
due to small number of raters (Pew Research 
Center, 2015)

○ Neither do they know the score for a “good” 
and “bad” driver, nor do they know how drivers 
would be affected by their scores. 

● Lack of feedback for drivers (online forum)
○ Drivers do not know how to improve 

without feedback 



Investigate
Interviews & Analyzing Affinity Map



Interviews 

We recruited five participants for semi-structured 
interviewing and design workshop. We audio 
recorded the interviews and converted into 
transcripts for further analysis.

Female Male Male Male Male

28 24 21 26 24



Interviews 

Interview objectives

The purpose of interview is to understand participants’:

● Overall impressions of Lyft
● User behavior on the Lyft application
● Previous experiences on taking Lyft rides
● Perceptions on the current Lyft rating mechanism
● Experiences and impressions about other rating systems



Interviews 
Riding experience

● What’s the most frequent type of transportation do you use? How often?
● Under what circumstances do you usually use Lyft (or other ride-sharing)? How often?
● What’s your impression on Lyft?
● Do you check the driver’s profile before taking Lyft? What information you look for?
● What do you usually do after you get in the car? Describe a typical journey you had.
● Describe a good lyft experience you have had. Why was it good?
● Describe a bad lyft experience. Why was it bad? What rating did you give to that driver?
● What do you think of a driver with 4.6, 4.8，5 stars? Would you feel differently or act differently when you taking the ride?
● What do you care the most when taking Lyft?
● Have you ever been asked to rate 5 stars by the driver?

Current Interface
● What do you think of the rating system? (show them the interface of a current interface)
● What features (designs) do you like best? Why?
● What aspects do you want to improve? You can make modifications on the paper.
● Are there anything you wish to have in the system, but not currently available?
● Do you ever rate other online services? (Amazon purchases, apps, etc.)
● What influences your driver rating? (e.g. arrival time, professionalism, car quality, cleanliness, friendliness etc.)
● Do you rate your drivers all the time? If not, why?
● Can you explain your understanding of 1-5 star?
● Do you know how your rate affects the drivers? / Do you know the purpose of rating?

 



Interviews - Affinity Map



Interviews - Affinity Map

Before AfterDuring



Interviews - Analysis

Summary of Insights from interviews

● Impression on Lyft / Trust in Lyft
○ Most participants have good experiences in rides and have positive impressions on Lyft.
○ Their main concern is mostly about safety but they think Lyft is reliable.
○ They believe that Lyft inspects on the drivers and doesn’t allow dangerous people driving Lyft.

● Rating behavior / knowledge / perception
○ Participants are familiar with rating systems such as Amazon and Yelp. Rating is very common to them.
○ Rates of 4.6, 4.8, 5 do not mean differently, they all means good drivers.
○ Except one participant knows that drivers below 4.6 might be kicked out, most participants are not really sure 

about how the mechanism works.
○ Most of the participants rate five stars all the time.
○ Most of the participants don’t check a driver’s rating carefully, some even don’t really care.
○ Some participants rate every time, some do not. Some participants especially hate typing in comments.



Soo-Jung Park

“I would normally just sit quietly in 

the back and relax, thinking of 

things I have to do next.”Behavior
● be active on the Internet

● can’t live without mobile phone

● act on emotion Introverted

Hardworking

Quiet

Age: 26 

Occupation: graduate 

student

Basic info
Soo-Jung is an international student from Korea, he is a 

first-year graduate student majoring in Engineering 

Technology, and he is quite satisfied with his experience here 

so far. He usually takes advantage of holidays and breaks to 

travel to different places in the U.S. because he would like to 

go back to Korea for employment since all his family members 

are still in Korea. He owns a car, but he never takes on a road 

trip using his own vehicle. He would normally fly to the city he 

visits and rent a car from three. Occasionally, he would use lyft 

to get around when he travels to larger cities where car rental 

costs and parking fees are somewhat high. He is a bit shy and 

does not speak perfect English. Thus, when he takes a Lyft, he 

would normally sit in the back and prefer not to initiate a 

conversation with the driver unless he has questions to ask the 

driver.

Scenario
Soo-jung would like to visit Los Angeles during his winter-break to run 

away from the coldness in Indiana. After he arrived at the Airport, he 

decided to take a Lyft to the hotel because taking Lyft is cheaper than 

taking a taxi. He does not want to take a bus or subway either even 

though they are cheaper than taking a Lyft because he felt like he did not 

know the city well and it was late, and all the buses and subway services 

were about to be shut down. He opened the app on his phone and found 

there were several Lyfts are available around him. He set his destination 

and chose the cheapest option and set up a pickup. During his wait time, 

he noticed that the driver has a rating of 4.6, but he did not think too 

much of it because he does not know what rating do other drivers have. 

But he felt like it was a good rating based on his standard as a student 

because it was only 0.4 points away from perfection. After the driver 

arrived and picked him up, he confirmed with the driver regarding the 

destination. He noticed that the estimated arrival time is about an hour 

ahead, so he decided to close his eyes to take a rest in the back seat. 

When he arrived at his hotel, he thanked his driver with kind words, but 

did not leave a tip since he noticed that Lyft, unlike taxis, does not require 

passengers to leave a tip, and tipping is a not a tradition in his home 

country. He ended the trip by submitting with a 5-star rating and no-tip 

option. Normally, he would leave a 5-star rating to most drivers. If he is 

not completely satisfied with his trip, he would just force quit the app, 

and do not rate the driver. He only rated a one-star to a driver that he 

thinks is really rule and deliberately prolonged the journey because he is 

new to the city. In addition to the 1-star rating, he left a very long 

comment and to express his anger and dissatisfaction. He finally received 

a $30 coupon and a reimbursement of that trip as well as a sincere letter 

of apology from the Lyft customer service. 
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Molly Hunter

“I care about safety and I trust Lyft 

since it inspects the drivers and 

tracks my route. The best thing is 

that the drivers are always kind 

and supportive.”

Behavior
● be active on the Internet

● can’t live without mobile phone

● act on emotion

Outgoing

Sociable

Communicative

Age: 22 

Occupation: College 

student

Basic info
Molly is a college student enjoying traveling a lot. While 

traveling, her first concern is safety. She has lots of friends 

using Lyft. They recommended Molly Lyft since they had 

great riding experiences. Since that, Molly takes Lyft when 

she visits a new place to move around. Molly is full of 

curiosity and outgoing. She enjoys chitchatting with Lyft 

drivers to make friends and know more about the place she 

is visiting.

 

Molly is a heavy user of mobile phone and social media. She 

chats with her friends, and she is active on many online 

communities. She loves expressing her ideas by typing and 

interacting with people on the Internet. As the rating 

system of Lyft, Molly doesn’t take it seriously. Also, she has 

no idea how the rating mechanism works and how her 

ratings affect the drivers. Sometimes she does the rating 

depending on her mood. At most cases, she rates five stars 

since she had a nice talk with the driver. If she really enjoys 

the talk or she is in a great mood, she spontaneously leaves 

some positive comments to the drivers. However, 

sometimes she rates the drivers low irrationally, for 

example, when she has a bad day or the driver debates with 

her. She feels like rating is a way to release her emotions 

and reflect her feelings. Even so, she never rates below 

three, she thinks it is too rude and she haven’t had such a 

bad experience which worth a rating below three.

Scenario
When traveling, if Molly needs to move from place to place, the first thing 

comes to her mind is Lyft. She chooses the basic option instead of Plus, 

Premier, and Lux since she usually travels alone or with a small group and 

this option is always the cheapest one. Molly opens the Lyft app in her 

mobile phone and allows Lyft to determine her location as the pick-up 

place. Once paired with a driver, she takes a glance at the driver’s profile 

picture, name, and rating. If the picture doesn’t look weird and the rating 

is above 4, she confirms the ride. During the ride, Molly enjoys seating in 

the front passenger seat and talks nonstop with the driver. As long as the 

driver takes her to the destination safety within a reasonable time, she 

doesn’t really notice and care the route and driving behavior. Molly 

always asks the driver for anything special in the city and casually shares 

each other’s life experience. She thinks being able to talk with the locals 

during the rides is a benefit of taking Lyft. The drivers always provide her 

helpful information and some useful tips. Once Molly reaches the 

destination, she takes 30 seconds to one minute to rate the ride. If 

nothing goes wrong, she doesn’t look back the experience carefully and 

quickly rates a five star then exits the application. If she has a great talk or 

is in high spirit, she paid extra tips and leaves some positive comments. 

However, in some cases she is in a bad mood or she personally doesn’t 

like the driver during the talk, she rates a four star. But she doesn’t 

explain much on that. 
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Problem Identification
● Different standards

People have different understandings of one to five stars.
 
● Rating mechanism

People have no idea about how the rating system works, how their ratings affect the driver (they 
don’t know drivers below 4.6 will be kicked out).

● Rating inflation
Usually in a five-stars rating mechanism, 2.5 is average and 5 means outstanding. However, in Lyft, 5 can mean 
anything from average to outstanding, which is conflicted with people’s common sense on five-stars rating.

● Time consuming
Leaving comments is time consuming in the context of taking Lyft. For example, they rush to an event or carry lots of 
stuff in hands.

● Data of rating system is not very helpful for other users
Different people care about different perspectives when taking Lyft. An overall average number 
doesn't provide useful information. Also, many people don't care about the ratings at all. 
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Problem Statement

The current Lyft five-star rating system is inefficient and ambiguous to the riders. 
The current system does not promote concise feedback to the driver to improve their ratings.
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Design Goals

18

Based on the problems we identified, we set up the design goals for new Lyft rating system:

● Efficient
The rating process should not take the riders too much time and effort, but should reflect their feedback outlining the 
reality of the trip. 

● Flexible
All of the ratings options are within one tap, but optional at the same time. The riders won't get stuck when they are
hesitating on making decisions.

● Descriptive and clear
The riders should not be confused with the meanings of different ratings. Meanwhile, they have a 
mindset on how the rating mechanism works.

● Trustworthy
The rating system helps establish trust in Lyft and provide better future riding experiences.



Create
Brainstorming & Sketches



Brainstorming - design ideas

Swiping   Commenting Tags       Descriptive rating         Emoji rating              
uld normally just sit quietly in the back and relax, thinking of things I have to do next.”



Design Concepts

● Binary rating - thumbs up / thumbs down
● Fast and simple
● Flexibility of rating
● Simplified driver profile overview



Iterate
Wireframes



Wireframes - Ratings 

Wireframe A              Wireframe B              Wireframe C              
uld normally just sit quietly in the back and relax, thinking of things I have to do next.”



Swipe left: thumbs down         First screen      Swipe right: thumbs up

Wireframes - Ratings A



Wireframes - Ratings B

● One screen
● Detailed ratings → overall rating



● Must do overall rating to continue

Wireframes - Ratings C



Wireframes - Driver Profiles



Test
Usability Testing & Revisions



Usability Testing

We recruited 4 participants, and each of them 
participated in a usability testing session for 
around 20 minutes. 

They performed specific tasks on interfaces A, B, 
and C. They also were asked to think aloud and 
give opinions as they compared driver profile 
wireframes. 



Results and Insights

● 3 of 4 participants did not understand and did not prefer Wireframe A
● 2 of 4 participants were confused by the thumbs down icon being first, then thumbs up 

second, when reading left to right
● 4 of 4 participants were confused by the thumbs down and thumbs up icons on the 

bottom of the screen in Wireframes A and B, they were unaware that the icons were 
buttons, and pressed submit without touching the icons

● In general, there was resistance from participants when presented with multiple 
consecutive screens to give ratings

● In general, there was consensus among participants that Wireframe B was their 
preferred option



Revisions - Rating 

This is the 
experience for 
leaving a 
positive rating. 



Revisions - Rating

This is the 
experience for 
leaving a 
negative rating.



Animated Prototype

Positive Rating Flow Negative Rating Flow

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bx130n0eG-rhS0pYQkk1ZmhIS2M/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bx130n0eG-rhelBlVzFuSzdBUVk/preview


Revisions - Driver Profile

This is the experience shown after 
requesting a Lyft. The first screen 
illustrates quick, critical information about 
the driver. The second screen would be 
shown if the passenger would like to see 
a more detailed driver profile.

These designs improve upon the existing 
Lyft driver profiles. 



Reflection & Takeaways

● Final designs address problem statements
● Final designs could be improved by further testing
● Potential problem areas

○ Tags: too few, not the ideal categories, confusing
○ Interaction design of tags appearing to user after overall rating
○ Unclear about skip option
○ A neutral reaction is not clearly outlined



Questions?


